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ABSTRACT
Are measures of legislator ideology derived from behavior accurate and valid? Past research
says yes. However, the benchmarks used to reach these conclusions are often also based on
legislators’ public actions. Non- ideological factors that cause legislators to take specific issue
positions may be highly related across measures and mistakenly lead scholars to believe that
action-based estimates are valid. This question is important because scholars frequently wish to
use action-based ideology estimates as explanatory variables. Without independent validation, it
is unclear whether the results of these studies are valid or the product of measurement error.
Applying an ideological benchmark that is not based on legislators’ actions, I evaluate the
validity of several commonly used ideology measures. The results show that action-based
ideology measures produce valid estimates of legislator ideology.

Introduction
Political ideology is central to the study of democratic representation and institutions.
Measures of ideology are used to evaluate phenomena such as the degree to which congressional
committees are representative of the chamber (e.g. Krehbiel 1990), whether judges vote their
preferences or the facts (e.g. Brace and Gann Hall 1995), whether legislators in authoritarian
regimes are career seeking (Desposato 2001), and to evaluate whether various institutions are
becoming more or less conservative (e.g. Poole and Rosenthal 1997). Scholars continually
develop new measures of ideology to examine a wide range of political phenomena (see for
example Brimhall and Otis 1948, Gage and Shimberg 1949, MacRae 1958, Carson and
Oppenheimer 1984, Poole and Rosenthal 1985, Krehbiel 1986, Levitt 1996, Hill, Hannah and
Shafqua t 1997, Groseclose, Levitt and Snyder 1999, Burden 2004).
This paper applies a sociological measure of ideology developed by Bishin (2003) to
examine the characteristics of six commonly used legislative ideology measures. The measure is
based on the idea that an individual’s attitudes and beliefs are shaped by their experience and
group associations. A vast literature in sociology and social psychology is applied using a twostage instrumental variable type procedure to develop an action free ideology estimates that are
comparable across politicians.
Commonly, scholars rely on measures of public ideology as proxies for private ideology. 1
However, the construction and application of these measures is controversial because private
ideology is inherently unobservable (e.g. Jackson and Kingdon 1992, Hall and Grofman 1990,
Bianco 1994, Hill, Hannah and Shafquat 1997, Londregan 2000). Consumers of these measures
are left to wonder whether ideology measures are accurate. Most importantly, because many
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consumers wish to use ideology variables to explain legislator behavior it is important to
determine whether commonly used measures are valid.
The distinction between public and private ideology is important for several reasons.
First, a central theme in representation scholarship examines the degree to which legislators’
personal preferences drive their behavior. However, to use public ideology measures is to
assume they do. Second, in some cases, public officials are not free to behave in a manner
consistent with their personal preferences. This may occur, for instance, when legislators accede
to the pressure of party leaders or when cabinet officials toe the president’s agenda. Without
measures distinguishing between public and private ideology there is no way to differentiate
personal from private preferences in these cases.
Measures of ideology are used almost interchangeably in studies of legislator behavior.
Distinguishing between public and private ideology is a step toward gaining better understanding
of commonly used tools. Despite the development of numerous measures of legislator
preferences, scholars pay little attention to their measurement characteristics. Moreover, choices
of which measure to use appear driven by convenience rather than by theoretical or measurement
considerations. These issues are particularly important given the problems identified with
specific applications of particular measures (e.g. Hall and Grofman 1986, Jackson and Kingdon
1992, Bianco 1994, Londregan 2000). However, the distinction between public and private
ideology can also be important for methodological reasons as well.
Action-based ideology measures are commonly used as explanatory variables in studies
of legislator behavior. In virtually every study, action-based ideology measures are a significant
influence on legislator behavior (e.g., Bernstein and Anthony 1974, Kau and Rubin 1979, 1993,
Dennis 1988, Bernstein 1989, Cohen and Noll 1991, Kalt and Zupan 1984, Peltzman 1984,
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Bailey and Brady 1998, Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart 2001). However, the use of actionbased measures in studies of legislator behavior is problematic since the unobserved influences
on the ideology measure also influence the behavior being studied (Jackson and Kingdon 1992).
Consequently, it is unclear whether the findings of these studies result solely from measurement
error or whether such measures are even valid.
Ideology is commonly defined as “….a particularly elaborate, close-woven and farranging structure of attitudes” (Campbell, Converse, Miller and Stokes 1960). Because its
construction relies on individuals’ observable actions or characteristics, scholars observe only the
behavior that results from ideology rather than the ‘structure’ that underlies it (Campbell,
Converse, Miller and Stokes 1960). The disjuncture between the formal and operational
definitions of ideology interferes with political analysis (Jackson and Kingdon 1992).
Scholars’ ability to evaluate ideology measures is hampered because virtually all existing
measures are ‘action-based’; measures are constructed by relying on legislators’ public actions or
behavior. 2 Since politicians may behave strategically to gain political support, their public
behavior need not reflect their private beliefs. Indeed, there is reason to believe that some
politicians may behave in a manner inconsistent with their beliefs in order to appeal to voters.
Examples might be seen when a Catholic Democrat such as John Kerry votes the pro-choice
position despite his personal belief that abortion is wrong (Seelye 2004) or when a conservative
Republican supports farm subsidies.
This underlying commonality introduces two problems for scholars attempting to
evaluate the efficacy of these measures. First, all measures based on visible, purposive behavior
likely share the same biases. Evaluating one action-based measure with another overlooks
problems that affect action-based measures as a group. Indeed, if action based measures are
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invalid because of some lurking variable, then as the influence of that variable increases, our
tests will show these measures to be increasingly related. This could lead to a paradox—the
most highly related ideology measures may be least valid. 3 Second, since most measures are
action-based, there is no way to independently assess the validity of these commonly used
ideology measures. 4
To overcome these problems, I evaluate several commonly used ideology measures using
a new measure that is not action-based. This paper evaluates the validity of ideology measures
independent of legislators’ public behavior (e.g. Fowler 1982, Smith, Herrera and Herrera 1991,
Burden, Calderia and Groseclose 2000, Hill 2001). The results show that action-based ideology
measures produce valid estimates of legislator behavior. Consequently, this research promises to
aid scholars in the selection of ideology measures in their research.
This paper proceeds by describing a new ideological benchmark that is not based on
legislators’ purposive behavior. Then, I evaluate the validity of the several commonly used
ideology measures by comparing them to this benchmark. I conclude with a discussion of the
conditions under which various action-based measures should be used.

FILTER: A Benchmark
Virtually all ideology measures are action-based. 5 Since ideology measures are typically
validated by comparing them to one another, two bad ideology measures might appear valid
simply because they share the same underlying influence—even if that influence leads to the
invalidity. Consequently, to provide external validation, we need a new method of measuring
ideology that is not action-based.
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I overcome this problem, by applying a measure called FILTER (Bishin 2003). Instead
of relying on legislators’ observed behavior to estimate ideology, FILTER exploits the
socializing events that occur before legislators enter politics. FILTER is an acronym for
Forecasting Ideology of Leaders’ Through Elite Response. Since attitudes and beliefs are largely
a function of an individual’s background and experience, they can be used to forecast ideology.
The primary assumption is that the process through which political elites are socialized is the
same as legislators. 6
Candidates for office are predominantly recruited from among the active political elite in
the community. The similarity of the manner in which candidates for office and political elites
develop is central to the FILTER methodology. An extensive literature on candidate recruitment
supports this assumption, as scholars find that the vast majority of candidates for office are
political elites who have previous involvement or contact with the party (e.g., Kazee and
Thornberry 1990). Moreover, studies of political recruiters find that candidates that are recruited
look much like the recruiters themselves “….group affiliated recruiters overlook…community
leaders in favor of those who have accumulated direct political experience through service on
local governmental boards and commissions” (Hunt and Pendley 1972, 437).

These findings

provide the basis for using surveys of political elites to generate forecasts that can be applied to
legislators. 7
Scholars have long used instrumental variables type techniques to estimate phenomena
that are otherwise unobservable (e.g., Berelson, Lazarsfeld and McPhee 1954, Petrocik 1991).
Similar methods have also been used to simulate public opinion (Seidman 1975). 8
I use a three-step process to estimate FILTER scores. First, variables that influence
attitudes and behavior are used to estimate a regression model (run on non-elected elites) with
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ideological self-placement as the dependent variable. 9 Elite data is obtained from Party Elites in
the U.S., 1984: Republican and Democratic Party Leaders. 10 Second, data on the background
characteristics used to estimate the first model is collected for legislators. In step three, the
coefficients obtained from the elite regression model is applied to legislators’ background data to
generate an ideological forecast for legislators.
The estimates generated herein are obtained by using variables identified through years of
research in social psychology and political behavior. The principle finding of this work is that
ideas and attitudes are not innate, but learned (e.g. Sherif 1935, Sherif and Cantril 1947, Centers
1961, Hyman 1969). The logic underlying the FILTER measure is that elites belief systems are
shaped largely in response to their environment. Consequently, by identifying commonalities in
their background we can draw inferences about their beliefs. Unfortunately, while a vast
literature identifies numerous variables that influence belief systems, only a handful are available
in studies of political elites. The variables included in this model emanate from three sources of
influence.
Family values and economic conditions are a major influence on attitudes (Sherif and
Cantril 1947, Lazarsfeld, Berelson and Gaudet 1947, Campbell, Converse, Miller and Stokes
1960, Key 1963, Hyman 1969, Franklin 1984, Reeher 1996, Jennings and Stoker 1999). The
model includes whether the respondent is a farmer or rancher, and whether the respondent is
single or divorced. 11 Farmers and ranchers have long been associated with property rights and
been shown to be more conservative (e.g., Rice 1924, Merelman 1969, Herzon 1980).
Political events and group membership as well as physical characteristics, influence
beliefs (e.g., Berelson, Lazarsfeld and McPhee 1954, 54). Specifically, the experiences
individuals with the same physical characteristics share lead to common attitudes. Measures of
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education, whether the individual grew up during the Great Depression, or lives in the south or
northeast, and their party affect account for these influences. 12 Research shows that liberalism
increases with education (e.g., Centers 1961). While conservatism increases slightly with age,
those socialized during the great depression tend to be more liberal as do those who grow up in
the northeast (e.g., Rosenstone and Hansen 1993, Jennings and Stoker 1999). Southerners tend
to be more conservative (e.g., Nie, Verba and Petrocik 1979). Gender and race reflect important
differences that influence attitudes (Centers 1961, Page and Shapiro 1992). More specifically,
women and African-Americans tend to be more liberal (Campbell, Converse, Miller and Stokes
1960).
The precise statistical specification of the model applied herein is taken directly from past
research on ideology formation and is depicted in Table 1.
—Insert Table 1—
The coefficients are all significant and signed in the expected direction. Not surprisingly,
increased age, being a Republican, a farmer, or from the south are all associated with increased
conservatism. This model is then used to forecast ideology for the 101st Senate, which is the
comparison group for all of the measures evaluated herein. 13
Validating FILTER is difficult since it was developed precisely because private ideology
measures aren’t widely available. In order to validate FILTER we need to compare it to
alternative measures of private ideology. Two appropriate benchmarks exist. First, following
Burden, Calderia and Groseclose (2000) a 1982 survey of senators can be used as a measure of
private ideology. Unfortunately, by 1991, many of these members were no longer in the Senate.
However, FILTER correlates with the ideology of those (61) that were in the senate at .80, a
strong positive association.
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One objection to the CBS/NY Times survey stems from its lack of anonymity.
Consequently, legislators may have been reluctant to divulge their personal preferences where
they conflict with their public positions (see Reeher 1996 for a discussion). Fortunately, a
second survey—one that assured anonymity—exists, thereby overcoming this problem. Smith
Herrera and Herrera’s (1991) survey of about 120 members of the 100th House assesses the
private ideology in a time period close to that under study herein. To compare these measures, I
calculated FILTER scores for the 100th House. The results show that FILTER scores correlate at
.74 with the results of Member’s ideological self-placement on a seven point ideological scale.
While the power of these tests are limited by the small samples, the strong positive relationship
between the two measures across both chambers and time is especially impressive given that
both measures are based on opinion data, a source often thought to be noisy.
Action-Based Ideology Measures
In this section I describe six ideology measures classified into three general categories:
spatial models, interest group ratings and news content ratings. While dozens of ideology
measures exist, these measures are selected because they are most commonly used. The criteria
used to assess each measure are based on the concept of convergent validity, one implication of
which is that two valid measure of the same concept should be highly related (Campbell and
Fiske 1959, Adcock and Collier 2001). The accuracy is defined as the degree to which ideology
measures conform to a model or true value (Websters 2004). I assess accuracy by evaluating the
degree to which the predictions made by each of the measures is close to the FILTER
benchmark.
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Spatial Models: NOMINATE
NOMINATE scores estimate legislators’ ideological location by identifying their
distance from a cut point using an multidimensional spatial model (Poole and Rosenthal 1985,
1997). Since the NOMINATE procedure uses virtually all non-unanimous votes to estimate
legislators spatial locations, it results in a virtually continuous ideology spectrum. The use of
such a large number of votes also allows it to overcome selection bias that may afflict other
ideology measures (Fowler 1982). 14 Overall, research suggests NOMINATE has excellent
relative measurement characteristics (Burden, Calderia and Groseclose 2000).

Interest Group Ratings: ADA, ACU and Residualized Scores
Interest groups rate legislators by evaluating their votes on issues they deem important.
Two of the most commonly used interest group ratings are issued by Americans for Democratic
Action (ADA), and the American Conservative Union (ACU). These groups calculate their
yearly ratings based on the frequency with which legislators agree with the groups position on
approximately 20 votes in each session of Congress. 15 ADA rewards legislators for adopting
liberal positions while the ACU rewards conservative behavior. Unlike NOMINATE scores
however, the votes are selected primarily to publicize the groups’ friends and enemies. Indeed,
Brunell, Koetzle, Dinardo, Grofman and Feld (1999) find that interest groups discriminate well
only among their friends, while lumping their enemies together at the bottom of their scales. 16
Thus, the votes selected for inclusion are not representative of legislators’ overall behavior.
Roll call vote based measures are frequently inapplicable to some of the most important
questions scholars wish to study. Vote-based measures are biased when applied to studies of
legislator roll call voting (Jackson and Kingdon 1992). This occurs because the votes used to
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estimate ideology produce an independent variable with non-random measurement error. This
error is correlated with the behavior being studied—usually a roll call vote.
In an attempt to overcome these problems, scholars refine interest group ratings by
estimating the residuals from a regression with an interest group rating as the dependent variable
(e.g. Carson and Oppenheimer 1984, Kau and Rubin 1979, Kalt and Zupan 1984, Uslaner 1999).
This procedure reduces measurement error in the ideology variable. 17 However the validity of
these measures are seldom examined. In order to generate residualized ADA and ACU scores
used in this paper, I estimate the models shown below:

ADA = α +β 1*Party +β2*Ideology +β3*Exports +β4*Education +β5*Union +ε
ACU = α +β1*Party +β2*Ideology +β3*Exports +β4*Education +β5*Union +ε

The independent variables used are typical of those seen in the congressional representation
literature. The results are in shown in Appendix B. Residuals from the results of these models
are used a measure of legislator ideology.
News Content Ratings
To avoid using roll call votes, Hill, Hannah and Shafquat (1997) estimate Senators’
ideology using content analysis of newspaper articles to identify the issue positions taken in their
first Senate campaign. While news content rating (NCR) is an innovative method for
overcoming serious problems of application, it is difficult to apply. 18 Scores are incredibly labor
intensive to calculate, and many senatorial candidates receive limited news coverage, thereby
precluding use of the measure to calculate their scores (Burden, Calderia and Groseclose 2000).
However, this method provides an important alternative to vote based measures, particularly
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when research questions may be negatively affected by agenda bias, which might affect the
selection of bills that reach the floor (e.g. Snyder 1992). 19

Evaluating Ideology Measures
To examine their validity, I obtained scores for the six measures and FILTER for the
101st Senate (1989). This Senate is chosen because it is the only year and chamber for which all
of the measures are available. I examine the general validity of the measures using scatterplots
and correlations. Then, I examine the relative accuracy of the measures by comparing their
mean squared error and the degree to which they produce large outliers. Using the FILTER
benchmark, the results show that action-based measures produce valid estimates of legislator
ideology.
--Insert Figure 1 Here-The relationship between FILTER and various ideology measures is depicted in the
scatterplot matrix seen in Figure 1. This figure shows that the quality of the predictions varies
substantially. The most clearly linear pattern is between FILTER and NOMINATE. This plot
has both the tightest fit around the line, and exhibits the fewest outliers. However, we also see a
clear distinction between the ideology of members of the two parties. The strength of the
relationship is further illustrated by the fact that themost liberal senator according to FILTER,
Barbara Mikulski (D-MD), is the third most liberal according to NOMINATE. Similarly, Jesse
Helms (R-NC), the most conservative senator according to FILTER is the third most
conservative according to NOMINATE.
ADA and ACU also appear linearly related to FILTER. Interestingly, ACU scores depict
several extreme outliers that are not present in the plot for ADA. Clearly, the worst plots are
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FILTER with residualized ADA and ACU and the NCR scores. These plots show large numbers
of points with a wide, almost random, spread. Of particular interest is the gap between the
parties in all of the plots. While the continuity of the measures vary, taken in combination, these
gaps appear to reflect the substantial partisan polarization (Poole and Rosenthal 1997, Jacobson
2003). However, even in these plots there is a clear relationship between the measures. 20
Due to their differing scales these plots tell us little about how well each measure predicts
personal ideology. Table 2 shows a matrix of correlation coefficients that confirms the
scatterplots.
--Insert Table 2—
Three of the five measures are strongly and significantly associated with FILTER.
Generally these results meet our expectations raised from the plots. NOMINATE correlates
most highly (.91) while the residual interest group ratings exhibit little relationship. Not
surprisingly, ACU and ADA scores correlate similarly with FILTER. Also, the NCR measure
does reasonably well.
These results also bear on past efforts to evaluate ideology measures. The correlation
matrix shows that concern over the degree to which the measures may produce artificially high
correlations is unfounded. While the vote based measures correlate more highly with each other
than they do with NCR or FILTER, these differences are small. The standard vote based
measures correlate more highly with FILTER than they do with NCR. However, the residualized
interest group ratings fare especially poorly. Not only is the correlation with FILTER close to
zero, but each of these measures correlates only modestly with the original rating, suggesting that
the quality of these measures are substantially denuded through the residualization process.
Indeed, these results further augment Uslaner’s (1999) conclusion that ideology has little impact
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on legislator behavior once the constituency influences are removed by suggesting that this
occurs because there is little ideology left once these influences are removed. While the
scatterplots and correlations provide insight into the general validity of the measures, they only
hint at their relative validity.
Two additional tests illustrate the accuracy of the measures. First, I calculate the mean
squared error statistic for each association. The mean squared error gives us a good idea of the
overall accuracy of the measures, by telling us how far off the measure is on average. However,
any given mean squared error could result from either many estimates that are far off the mark,
or a relatively small number of extremely large errors. Consequently, I perform a second test, by
examining the degree to which the various measures produce extreme predictions of individual
senators’ ideology.
The nature of the errors is examined by constructing confidence intervals around the
FILTER estimates using the standard error of each FILTER prediction. Specifically, by
regressing FILTER on each of the measures, we are able to calculate predicted values for each
legislator on each measure. The degree to which the various measures suffer from prediction
extremism can be evaluated by examining the proportion of cases in which the predicted value
for each observation falls within one standard error on either side of the FILTER score. 21 The
mean squared error and prediction extremism results are seen in Table 3.
--Insert Table 3 Here—
Using FILTER as a baseline, the results in Table 3 suggest that NOMINATE scores
provide the most accurate ideological estimates. The mean squared error for NOMINATE is
about 20% less than interest group ratings, and almost 40% less than news content scores.
Further, NOMINATE has the smallest proportion of extreme outliers (about 2%). Interest group
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scores also are more accurate than the NCR scores—they have a smaller MSE and fewer outliers.
Indeed, the interest group ratings have similar MSE but show a small difference in the proportion
of large outliers. 22 Perhaps most interesting are the findings concerning residualized interest
groups ratings which are far and away least accurate as evidenced by their MSE, and produce
substantially more extreme outliers than do regular interest group ratings. Overall, the
residualized interest group ratings fare the worst. They have both the largest MSE and the
largest number of extreme outliers. 23

Discussion and Conclusion
This paper evaluates the validity of commonly used ideology measures by comparing
them to FILTER scores, an exogenous benchmark that is not based on legislators’ public
behavior. FILTER uses legislators’ background characteristics to predict their ideology. The
results show that action-based measures of legislator ideology are accurate and valid. While the
relative accuracy varies, the differences are relatively small. Excepting the NCR, because, This
research suggests that excepting the residualized interest group ratings, measure selection should
be based primarily on theoretical consid erations because the measurement characteristics are so
similar.
These results suggest that the findings for legislator ideology in studies of legislator
behavior are unlikely to result solely from measurement error. Indeed, this is not surprising
given citizens’ low levels of knowledge and lack of meaningful preferences on a wide variety of
issues. The lack of citizen knowledge means that on many issues legislators have to rely on
other decisional cues. Personal ideology seems as reasonable as any. To the extent that a
legislator’s ideology is similar to that of their constituents, acting on the basis of ideology may
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provide accurate estimates of what constituents are likely to prefer. Indeed, these results also
suggest that legislator ideology is quite similar to constituent ideology.
Owing to their similarity, these results suggest that scholars should select measures
according to their appropriateness for studying the research question at hand. For instance, in
cases where agenda bias may affect the results of the research question, news content based
measures might be used. Alternatively, examination of general ideological trends in Congress
are best described using NOMINATE scores. However, in studies of an individual legislator’s
behavior, action-based measures ought to be avoided all together. In such cases, FILTER scores
might be used. Moreover, the results of this study suggest that FILTER type scores might also be
constructed for estimating the ideology of members of other institutions such as judges and
administrators, groups individuals for whom roll call vote positions do not exist and media
coverage tends to be limited.
Once a particular class of measures is identified, scholars should consider their relative
accuracy. Overall, this paper shows that NOMINATE scores are more accurate than other
measures of public ideology. NOMINATE scores have the smallest MSE and generate the
fewest large errors. Importantly, scholars who choose to use interest group ratings should
recognize that a substantial loss in accuracy from the residualization process may attend.
Residualized ADA and ACU scores both bear little resemblance to their base measures and
should be avoided. News content ratings are less accurate than vote based measures.
Important ly, the results here show that the measures examined here are reasonable
proxies for unobservable ideology. However, because they are proxies, measurement error still
exists and it most certainly affects the results of studies of legislator behavior (Lond regan 2000,
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Jackson and Kingdon 1992). Future research should investigate the degree to which action based
measures overstate the influence of legislator ideology in such studies.
This study should not be overly generalized, however. The results presented herein are
based on examination of only the 101st Senate. Future work should evaluate the degree to which
the relative measurement characteristics vary across chambers and years. While the results
confirm past findings concerning NOMINATE, this caveat applies primarily to the evaluation of
the relative measurement characteristics of interest group rating based measures.
In summary, this research shows that excepting the residualized interest group ratings, the
validity of the measures is similar. Measure selection should be guided by the intended
application. In cases where all other factors are equal, measures should be selected on the basis
of their accuracy. In these cases it appears that NOMINATE scores provide the most accurate
estimates of legislator ideology.
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Figure 1. Scatterplot Matrix of Ideology Measures.
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Table 1. Elite model used to generate FILTER scores and standard errors for the 101st Senate.
Variable
Intercept

2.652***
.0985

Education

-.0586***
.0115

Gender

-.175***
.0328

South

.2671***
.0339

North

-.1933***
.0444

Divorced

-.1414*
.0628

Single

-.3127***
.0602

Farmer

.1482*
.065

Black

-.2036***
.0783

Party

1.131***
.0315

Age

.0036*
.0017

Depression

-.1288*
.0629

N
Adjusted R2
*p<.05
**p<.01
***p<.001

1972
.48
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Table 2. Correlation Matrix of Ideology Measures.

ACU
ADA
NOMINATE
NCR
Residualized
ACU
Residualized
ADA
FILTER

ACU

ADA

NOMINATE

NCR

Residualized
ACU

Residualized
ADA

1.00
-.95
.96
-.85
.40

1.00
-.94
.86
-.36

1.00
-.84
.30

1.00
-.41

1.00

-.28

.43

-.26

.42

-.73

1.00

.89

-.86

.91

-.74

.03

-.04

FILTER

1.00

Table 3. Mean Squared Error and % of cases falling out of confidence interval.
Measure
Mean Square Error
% more than 1 S.E.
NOMINATE
.25
2
ADA
.30
5
ACU
.32
8
Residualized ADA
.60
31
Residualized ACU
.60
33
NCR
.40
12
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Appendix A. Coding and explanation of variables in the forecast model.
Ten independent variables are used to estimate ideological self placement. The coding of each
variable is listed below. The inclusion of each variable is based on a theoretical expectation of
influence on attitude and belief formation.
Dependent Variable: Ideological Self Placement
1 Very Liberal
2 Liberal
3 Moderate
4 Conservative
5 Very Conservative
Independent variables.
Education
1 H.S. or less
2 Some College
3 B.A. or B.S.
4 MA
5 Professional Degree (JD, MBA)
6 PhD, MD
Gender: 0 Male, 1 Female
Southern State: 0 Non-south, 1 South
Northern State: 0 Non-Northern State, 1 North
Divorced: 0 Not Divorced, 1 Divorced
Single: 0 Not Single, 1 Single
Farmer or Rancher: 0 Other, 1 Farmer or Rancher
Black: 0 Not black, 1 Black
Party: 0 Democrat or Independent, 1 Republican
Age: Coded in years.
Depression (grew up during): 1 if born between 1905 and 1920, else 0.
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Appendix B. Regression of ADA and ACU scores on Constituency Characteristics.
ADA

ACU

27.04
(14.83)

73.52***
(13.16)

Party

49.83***
(3.62)

-55.56***
(3.21)

Ideology

-1.14***
(.341)

.865**
(.303)

Economy
(Exports/GSP)

-20.18
(50.91)

-24.17
(45.20)

Union

49.18
(29.06)

-62.07*
(25.80)

Education

.19
(32.30)

10.38
(28.68)

96
.75

96
.81

Intercept

N
Adjusted R2

The variables above are measured as follows. Party is measured 1 for Democrats, 0 for
Republicans. Constituent Ideology is taken from Erikson, Wright and McIver 1993 and is
measured such that higher scores reflect increased conservatism. Economy is measured by
dividing each state’s exports in a year by the size of its economy to obtain a per capita measure
of the impact of exports to the economy. Union and Education variables reflect the percentage of
the state that belongs to a labor union and who holds a Bachelors degree, respectively.
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1

The distinction between ‘public’ and ‘private’ ideology is important and often overlooked. The term ‘public

ideology’ refers to a politician's ‘operative preferences’ (e.g. Farris 1958, Burden, Calderia and Groseclose 2000).
Public ideology reflects the choice an individual makes given a particular set of conditions. In contrast, the term
‘personal' or 'private ideology’ reflects an individual’s private beliefs or personal values. These values need not be
reflected by behavior (Hall 1996).
2

There are three exceptions. First, Burden, caldaria and Groseclose (2000) and Hill (2001) both use the results of a

1982 CBS / New York Times senate poll. Second, Smith, Herrera and Herrera (1991) administered their own poll
of about 120 House members. Finally, Jackson and King (1989) apply a measure based on race and age.
3

For instance, if ideology measures based on speeches or roll call votes are influenced by some non-ideological

factor like interest groups, political parties or even current events, then high correlations across measures may
simply reflect commonality among these other influences.
4

Measures that are not action-based are available for only individual years (e.g. Smith, Herrera and Herrera 1991,

Burden, Calderia and Groseclose 2000, Hill 2001). This precludes their wide application and often, their use in
studies designed to validate more widely used measures.
5

NOMINATE scores, perhaps the most widely used ideology proxy estimate ideology using a spatial model based

on legislators’ roll call votes. In contrast, the ideology scores developed by Hill, Hannah and Shafquat (1997) rely
exclusively on legislators’ public statements prior to their first Senate campaign. Interest groups usually rate
legislators based on how frequently they agree on the 20 or so votes they deem important.
6

Consequently, the underlying logic of the model applied herein is similar (though theoretically and

methodologically distinct) to one of the measures applied by Hill (2001). The primary difference is that one
measure applied by Hill estimates state elite ideology by party, while FILTER generates individual estimates of
ideology using a sample of elites.
7

Even were candidates not recruited from among the politically active, this analysis assumes only that (elite)

candidates ideologies are formed in the same manner as are the ideologies of other (elite) non-candidates.
8

However, this measure avoids the criticisms that limit opinion simulation by applying the multiple regression

framework as Seidman suggests (see Seidman 1975, 339).
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9

The results are robust to the choice of estimator. OLS is used rather than ordered probit or logit because the data

generating process—the manner in which ideology is formed—is thought to be continuous. The ordinality observed
in the data is an artifact of the instruments used to collect the data.
10

Research shows that elites have well structured and meaningful ideologies (Converse 1964). Moreover, the elites

surveyed were promised confidentiality and presumably had no reason to lie about their ideology since they were
not themselves candidates for office.
11

Other appropriate variables falling into this category, such as income and religion, are unavailable in the elite

sample. Consequently, coefficients for these variables cannot be obtained from this data set.
12

The inclusion of party is controversial. Research shows that the development of party identification precedes that

of political ideology (Jennings and Neimi 1968, Merelman 1969). Moreover, the model predicts well within parties
suggesting that party alone does not determine the forecast (Bishin 2003).
13

Research on the FILTER methodology shows that estimates based on the elite background data are valid over

time. Specifically, the FILTER estimates based on 1984 elite data are valid and reliable predictors of legislator
ideology in 1980 and 1987, the two years on which the elite data has been validated (Bishin 2003).
14

NOMINATE is still subject to other biases, which decrease inversely with the number of other legislators (Poole

and Rosenthal 1997, Londregan 2000).
15

The mechanics vary slightly across groups. For instance, the ACU does not count absences against a legislator

while the ADA does.
16

Occasionally votes are selected to get members to change their votes (Fowler 1982).

17

While this process may reduce the error in variables problem, it does not completely overcome it. See the

Appendix in Jackson and Kingdon 1992.
18

Similar measures have been developed to estimate the ideology of members of the judiciary (e.g. Segal and Cover

1989).
19

Of course, NCR scores are likely the subject of different types of bias. In particular, they are likely to be biased

by issue saliency. Newspapers are more interested in covering the extreme event rather than the mundane every day
issue position reported by the candidate. Additionally, the candidate also can decide what they talk about publicly,
which is another source of bias.
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20

The gap observed in many of the plots results from the bimodal distribution of the variables. This gap is the

product of party differences in the measures and likely polarization of senators. While all of the measures examined
here are bimodal to varying degrees, the effect is especially pronounced in FILTER as it exploits party affiliation to
help estimate ideology. See footnote 7 infra.
21

The one standard error criteria is applied because we are attempting to find cases where the action-based measures

poorly predict individual legislator’s scores. The standard errors used are for the individual FILTER point forecast
and are thus fairly large.
22

ADA scores appear to be slightly more accurate than ACU since they have both a slightly smaller mean squared

error, and about 15% fewer extreme outliers.
23

While there is no evidence to suggest that the 101st Congress was atypical, I examined whether the results are

limited to a single Congress. They are not. While data are not available to examine all of the measures here over
time, I calculated FILTER scores for the 100th and 101st Senates and compared them with D NOMINATE scores.
The results show that the measures correlate almost identically as the Senate examined herein: .90 and .92 for the
100th and 102nd respectively.
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